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RIP

 An essential control system for all variables in digital printing



What are the variables of digital print?

 Media or Substrate

 Color or Ink

 Resolution

 Print Mode



Controlling Variables of Digital Printing

 RIP with those parameters

 Linearization 
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Introduction to Colorimetry

 “Color was an art long before it 

was a science, and consequently 

the language of color is poetic 

rather than factual.”

J.A.C. Yule, Principles of Color 

reproduction, 1967



What is Color?

 Speaking scientifically about color there are four different approaches that help to 

categorize and understand the different motivations and circumstances:

 •To study the anatomy, physiology and diseases of the eye (Ophthalmology). In 

other words the psychophysical relationship of the human visual system with 

respect to color vision e. g. Color deficiency or color blindness.

 •To study the physical mixing of colorant objects to generate a required coloration 

e. g. ink formulation.

 •To study the pleasing affective response (harmony) of colors interacting with 

each other

 •To study the perception of the colors as to how the human visual system reacts to 

a given physical 

(Basic and higher colorimetry) 



To Measure Color



CIE Light Spectrum



Light Source



Common Light Sources



Effect of Light Source on Image



Eyes Perception of Color

 Ishihara color blindness test

 74 or 21?



Eyes Perception of Color Continued



Measurement of Color



Standard Spectral Value Curves



CIE Chromaticity Diagram



Mixing of Colors



Hue



Saturation



Ink



To Be Continued

 How can you manage the color space?

 How can you combine inks?

 What is the difference between colors?


